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MATHEMATICS AT WEST POINT AND ANNAPOLIS

y

GENERAL REPORT

Of all the !echnical scnools in the United-States, probably norm
exists-.whose aim is so clearly defined as that of our two great Gov-
ernment schools for the training of officers for the United States
Army and Navy. The purpose of these schools is strictly utilitarian,
viz, to give to it selected number of young men of this country the best
possible technical training for the positions of responsibility in the
Army and Navy. That these schools do their work well is amply
demonstrated by the efficiency of our military and naval forces. e

It is always of interest to see how a school fulfills its aim, how it
adjusts its subject matter to (nee: the particular task in hand, and
how it eliminates that which detracts from the main purpose. To
teachers of mathematics such an investigation will be of ,particular
interest, especially in view of the tenilency of a number of modern
educators to demand a justification of every toliic in the curriculum.
It is the purpose of the two reports submitted herewith to give such

/an exposition of the teaching of mathematics in these two great
schools, the United States Military Academy at West Point and the
United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, these being the only
schools cif the kind in the United States.

These reports. will repay a careful reading; they are suggestive to
all teachers not only in details of class organization, but in the gen-
eral handling ofm subject' matter to serve a definite purpose. They
will also show why mathematicsha's so long held and still retains its
prominitt place in the training of military and naval officers.

To those who areyamiliarwith -s-iiifilar schools abroad, it will be
of great interest to compare the aims and results of instruction in
mathematics in a famous Governmeht school like the fkole Poly-
techniquel of Paris with those \found in West Point and .Annapolis.
In th French school the greatest prominence is given "to purely
theo ical instruction in higher mathematics, with a very limited
amount of practical applicition; in our two .schools fer topics are
taught beyond the essentials of the calculus, anct-the practical prob-
Irm is she basis and end of all the work.

$ 1The work of the geole Polyteehnique le denerlhed to the report of the French Com-
I mIttee-(pithlhihed by liaChette, I'aria) ot,t4e Ititernatianat colipomprton on the Teaching

of Mathematips.%

.1 It' C." 5
.-;



REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE 1

MATHEMATICS IN THE TRAINING OF ARMY OFFICERS, INNeUD-
ENG SCHOOLS FOR GRADUATES OF WEST 'POINT

The training of Army officers is carried on in the following schools:
(1) The 'Undergraduate school at West Point; (2) the Engineer
School at Washington Barracks; (3) the Ordnance School at Sandy
Hook, N. J.; and (4) the Coast Artillery School at Fort Monroe.

L THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

HISTORICAL SKETCH

The United States Military Academy, established in -1802, is'
situated et West Point, N. Y. It is a scluxd for the practical and
theoretical training of cadets for the military service. The students
of the academy axe known f's " cadets." Upon completing its.ourse
satisfactorily cadets are eligible for promotion and commission as
srond lieutenants in any branch of the military service of the
United States. The Corps rrtadets es now constituted consists of
1 from each congressional district, 1 from each Territ v, 1 from the
District of Columbia. 1 from Porto Rico, 2 from each tate at large,
and 40 from the United States at large,, all to bt appointed by the
President. Those cadets appointe'd from States or Territories 'unfit
be actual rekidents of the con essional or Territorial districts, or of
the' District of Columbia, or the States, revectively, from which
they are appointed. Four Filipinos, one for each class, are authorized
to receive instruction as cadets, to be eligible onigaduation to com-
missions only in the Philippine Scouts. Under the apportitmment of
Members of Congress, according to the Twelfth Census, The maxitikm
number of cadets is 533.

The total number of graduates from 1802 to 1909, inclusive, is
4,852. .

,
iENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

The United States Military Academy is the only school in the
country that hes for its sole object the furriishing of commissioned°
officers tithe United States Army. From the method of selection of
appoin referred.. to' above, it is reasonable to believe that the
Mil' a -1 cademy receives a more varied class of students and one
m9re adly representative of all the States than any other educa-
tional institution in the country, except the similarly cofifitituted
Naval Academy at Adnapolis.

9



MATHEMATICS At WEST POINT AND ANNAPOLIS 7

Entrance to the academy is by examination.- The scope of the
entrance requirements in mathematics is as follows:

Algebra.Candidates will be tequired to pass a satisfactory ex-
amination in that portion of algebra which includes the follow/Ilk
range of subjects: Definitions and notation; the fundamental laws;
the fundamental 'operations; factoring; highest common factor;
rowest common multiple; fractionsfsimple and .compfex ; simple or
linear equations with one unknown quantity; simultaneous simple
or linear equations with two or more unknown quantities; involutiOn,
including the formation of the squares and cubes of polynomials;
binomial theorem with positive integral exponents; evolution, in-
cluding the extraction of the square anti cube roots of polynomials
and of numbers; theory of exponents; radicals, including reduction
'and fundamental operations, rationalization, and equations involving
radicals; operations with imaginary numbers; quadratic equations;
equations of quadratic form; it imultaneolys quadratic equations;
ratio and proportion; arithmetic and geometric progressions. Can-
didates will _be 'required to solve problems involving any of the
principles or methods contained in the foregoing-subjects.

Plane geometry.Candidates will be required to give accurate
definitions of the terms used in plyttfleometry, to demonstrate any
proposition of plane 'geometry- as given in the ordinary textbooks,
and to solve simple geometric prbblems either by a construction or
by air appliCation of algebra.

crhe.spArntrante examination papers are prepared at the academy.
They. are furnished to examining boards of Army officers convened
annually at such places as the War Department may direct. The
examinations are thus held at ppints widely distributed over the
United. States and its dependencies. All papers are sent to the Mili-
tary Academy for correction,.

. DISTRIBUTION OF TINE

A cadet wheqac,hnitted go the Military Academy must be over 17
and under 22 years of age. He pursues a course of study lasting 4

.years and 3 months. .

The instruction in pure, mathematics extends from entrance on
March 1 to March 1 two years later.

This time is subdivided as follows:
vs Periods.

Review of plane geometry 6
Solid geometry 31
Algebra
Trigonometry, plane and spherical 81
Analytic geometry, plane and solid_ , 80

, Descriptive geometry fka
Differential and integral Calculi= and theory of ezrors-

214546-12---2
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Each period is 1 hour and 10-minutes long.
The instruction in applied,mathematics is distributed through the

last three years of the undergraduate curriculum, except that suryey-
ing follows imlnediately upon the completion of trigonometry.

;Hie !into assigned.to eitch subject is as follows:

MA.T1LEMATICS AT WEST POINT AND ANNAPOLIS

Theoretical surveying .. . . . .. .... . , .

'Pratical surveying tleb
Analytical inechanie

In laboratory
In reeitution room

Sound. light, and as:ronomy /
hinchanicaor enginearing.. . . .

Ordnance and gnnmorc

Hours in
etch period.

EXTENT OF COVASE IN PUKE MATHEMATICS

The course in wire mathematic- as laid down in geileral terms in
the regulation.of the aeadonry is:

( }cornrow. 1.1',,hielas in plane geometry. 1;44..11101'y ill SIM els : Ilanes, Mies.
polyhedrons, cylhuhfs. cones. and the sphere.

Afgcbru. Detached. coefficients, 'factoring, .linea and quadratic equations,
graphic representation, the binomial theorem, Inequalities. theory of exponents.
complex numbersfeatio and proportion, variation. proltressions, series.' untleter;
mined coefficients, .logaritinAs, the slide rule, interest. combinations, prIbithil-
Ines, determinants, and the theory of equations.

7'rigoototactry The measurement of angles,. the simple trigonometric func-
tions, the functions of several angles, trigonometric qquations, Slid the solution .

of phtne and splierielti trjangles.
Analytic geowctrp. In the plane: Systems of coordinates. change of axes,

anitorinotrie Mins. the straight line, the circle, the tairahola, Ihti ellbfise, the
hyperbola. the lilac equation Of the conic, the general hvtion of the second
degree, systems of conics, and envelopes. In space: Systems of coordiniites,
transformailails. or CM nil (IItes, the plane, the straight Itne, surfaces of the
second degree, and plane sections. .

DrstTiPtirr firth/1017l. Orthographic prpjectious: Points, right lines, and
planes, problems on their sitios. the ?evolution of okjeils, curves
in space (especially the circle am lindrical surfireetit (including ruled
surfaces and surfaces of revolution), tangent platies2IntersectIon of surfaces,
trilledrals. Spherical projections. Shades and Widows.. Central projections
or perspective. Isontetrii projections. ...

f)iffrrential and integraf ..alcala R. TheAlieory of limits. differentiatiOn of Ito,
standard elementary forits, simple applications of the derivative to relocilY
and rates, nuliclina and minima, mirvature, evahmtion of Indeterminate forms.
envelopes, expansion of functions, curve tracing, tangent' plau&, and normal
lines to surface. The fundamental principles of 'Integration. the ante uteti
of .tneOndard fowls, the measurement of arcs. /ream, and volumes, mean
values, approximate Integration, ordinary tlifferealal equations.'

Method of, leant squares. Errors to which observations ore liable, eke correc-
tion of oteerlitIons, the probabllity*Iirre and its equatftt meakures of pre-
gisign,. the deduction and the appllication of the formulas for pzobableitaiinean
error, welkbts of oimervations, and the formation of eqpations of condition and
normal equations,

t



MATHEMATICS AT WEST POINT AND ANNAPOLIS

'The cou6e of mathematics as outlined above isTomptlsory for all
students and the time devoted to the subject. is the same for all. A

marked difference, however, is made in the amount and the difficulty
of the matter required of students etiffering in ability:

This is liceomplished In the following way: Upon admission the
students are. arranged in sections of 10 to 1 in order of ability as
sikown by their marks on their entrance examination in madWinaties.
This is a tentative grading of no great value, and in consequence all

I section's have identical courses until the ,examinat ion which takes
..pliwe at the end of the lirst three months.. At that time a well-
detinrd grading according to mathematical ability is possible. Each

_class is then separated into three subdivisions, known as upper,.
middle, and lower thirds.

.1 standard course in nothematics has been set for tliklcoN'er third
that is'believed to contain the minimum of knowl'edge. a proliciew
in wide) 'will, insure- tJat the student can intelligently pursue tie
apfilied.courses that follow. . more extended course is provided for
the middle third. A still more comprehensive course it provided for
the upper third, Rmr that is expected to give a thorough foundation
evilly mathematics for all subsequent undergraduate and graduate
work.

The difference in the Murses forthe groups of a class appears in'
the use of a more comprehensive or difficult textbook for the abler
student, sr, if. the same text be used, in an omission of the more
difficult subjects for the less able; also. in the gAding of the illustra-
tive problems and exercises assigned to the. different groups; also,in it
further advance into the theory of the subject by the abler student,
even to the inclusion of an additional branch of mathematics.

Transfers of students are freely made from time to time between
ji the sections in each group *and less frequently from one group to

another. These transfers are based upon the quality of the work .
performed by the student as proved by his daily tasks, oral and
written. Each group is thus indueet to strive for the fa develop-
ment of its mathematical powers:.
.4A (1:0- alternation throughout the course, where possible, of two

4sulljects!--usually one geometries and the other analyticand toward
the end of the mathematiol edurse a similar alternatiou of inutile-

': maties with the course in mechanics enable the various branches
to supplement and assist arch other and also giNv the studen(more
time for the digestion of,each subject or for cOncentleaticauipon the
one that demands of him the greater labor:

In the fifth'class algebra alternates with plane and solid geometry.
In the fourth class algebra alteritates with lane and spherical trigo-
nometry. Later, analytic geometry alternates with descriptive geo, .

- b1



10 MATHEMATICS AT WEST POINT AND ANNAPOLIS

etry. In the third -class the course in the calculus and least squares
alternates during its latter portion with the subject of mechanics.

PITILPOSE 01, IrzACHING MATHEMATICS

The extent of the mathematical curriculum is determined primarily
by the requirements of the succeeding scientific courses. in this acad-
ply and at the graduate schools for engineers, ordnance and artillery
officers.

Remarks on the purpose of the study of mathematics have been
variously given in the following extracts:

(Froml-eport of Congressional Committee on Military Affairs, IA:44 1
Mathematics is the study which forms the foundation of the course. This

necessary, both to impart to the mind that combined strength and versatility,
the peculiar vigor and rapidity of comparison necessary for military action, and
to pave the way for progress in the higher willtary sciences. All experience

'shows that the mind, In order that it may 'act with efficiency, must be accus
towed to exertion. It should be taught gradually to develop its owirwers.
and as it slowly learns their capacity and the manner of employing t nt, the
increasing lights which are thrown upon. its course will enable it to go on for
an unlimited extent in the path of improvement.

(From a report of the Academic Board of the Academy. 1843.)
Thevcademic .board' believe that one of the most important objects of the

academy is to subject each cadet, previous to his promotion to a higher grade
in the Army, to a thorough course of mental as well as military discipline, to
teach him to reason accurately, and readily to apply 'right principles to cases
of daily occurrence in the life of the soldier. They are satisfied that a strict
course of mathematical and philosophical study, with applications to the various
branches of military science, is by far the best calculated to bring about this
end, and that the present scientific course at the academy, the result of the
experience of many years, is In its main features such a Course. They are
aware that many of the cadets, as.is the case with most of those who pursue
a scientific course at other institutions, will have little occasion to wake practi-
cal applications of the many mathematical formula with which they meet, and
that they may have posited over particular problems without thoroughly 'under-
standing their meaning in all their important lioluts; still, if the course has
been carefully taught, the reasoning faculties will have been strongly exercised
and disciplined, anda system and habit of thought acquired which are invaluable
in the pursuit of any profession, and as desirable for the infantry or dragoon
officer as for any other Aker in service.

(From a report of Prof. Church; 1880.)
I consider the course of mathemati& as now all who pass their

tInai examination sufficient to enable the cadet to acq re a thorough knowledge
of all the courses which follow it, and not more than sufficient to enable him
to study with advantage the courses of natural and experimental philosophy,
engIncering,aad ordnance and science of gunnery. Moreover, I regard the
mental training of the,pupil as one of the great objects of the study of mathe-
matics, a training particularly required by the officeeof *rizegy corps of the
Aemy, and to which many of them owe their distinguished success; and
believe that the scientific reputation of the academy depends in a greattegree

:APR-
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upon the thoroughness and extent to which the mathematics and its applications
to other sciences are taught, and to diminish them would seriously affect this
reputatiod and the success of the institution.

(Era a report of Prof. Bass, 1898.)
The object of the mathematical instruction in this academy is primarily to

prepare the pupil for the study of mechanics, wave motion, astronomy, elec-
tricity, ordnance and gunnery, and engineering. In addition the study of
mathematics defelops the reasoning faculties and establishes a mental founda-
tion upon whirl any branch of knowledge may safely andrapidlybeconsigucted.

(From a report of Prof. Echols, 1901.)
It has been thought hest In the past to educate all of our officers in the

same Institution with iiractleally the same curriculum, thus giving to all
branches of t',e service it nucleus of men well trained along scientific lines and
qualified to take up intelligently any graduate work that may be demanded
of them .

If we choose to draw a conclusion from the.extimple of other countries, It Is
that less mathematics is taught on the average to officers' of infantry and
cavalry. On the other hand, the strides in science in recent yeartr and the in-
creased application- of mayematioil luvdsUgation In electricity, chemistry,
ordnance, and engineering demand a thorough foundation in scientific training
for officers of engineers, ordnance. and artillery. This foundation must be laid
upon a good and sufficient training in pure mathematics. I find that in range
'the citerse in mathematics pursued at our, Alilltary Academy by the upper sec-
tioa"compares favorably with theirs, constituting about an average. The
French and Italian cadet schools cover more ground, the English, Austrian,
and German slightlyless. ht England and Germany there are, however, courses
of mire and applied mathematics for speciallptselected officers at graduate
schools.

The conclusion seems to be that the range covered by the upper course in
mathematics at West Point is nut trio great for the proper training of officers
of engineers, ordnance, and artillery; that Its value may be enhanced by a
more thorough training in the subject of differential equations at the expense,
if need be, of some other subject.

Sham this Government is disposed to take due pains with the education 'of its
officers, irrespetke of branch, and since cadets at our institution do not be-
fore admission cover with certainty as much ground as at the preparatory

'schools of other countries, a general course in mathetuutics should be required
of all officers foe its practicgl value, but no less for its educatpnal value in
training the mind to logical forms of thought, In developing the sense of abaci-
lute truthfulness, (4rether with a confldence,th the acfomplishment of definite
results by deSifdte means. A special course in mathematics is, on the other
hapd, to be regarded as the foundation stone In the training of officers for.the
scientific corps.

ADMNIBTRATION

Foi the purpose of control and instruction, the personnel of the
department of mathematics consists of a professor, an associate pro-
fessor, an assistant professor, and a number of instructors, varying
with the "size of the classes under instruction. This staff is composed
entirely of, officers -of the United States Army. The professor is
permanently in charge as the executive head of the departmitnt He
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has Military control ov.er the instructws and students while they are
on duty under him; he assigns the ittructors to their work, makes
out the courses of study. smperitlends the instruction, and is respon-
sible that aproved methods are followed.

. His juniors' are all younger officers detached by the War Depart-
ment froulthe several.branches of the service and sent for periods of
our .years or more to serve on the teaching force of the academy.

.They are nominated to the War Department by the professor. Their
selection is dictated by the fact that they have shown special ability,

aptitude, and predilection for mathematics by their undergraduate
record; also by the fact that they are believed to possess those other
important qualities of the instructor that are essential for the mold
ing of character in the student.

The jtitior instructors, whenever it is possible, are trained upon
. the course they are assigned to teach by a series of conferences con-

ducted by the professor or .one of the more experienced instructors.
Under normal conditions only one-fourth of the body of instruc-

tors is changed annually. This insures continuity in the teaching
staff.

An instructor has charge of two sections of about 10 cadets each
which recite to him daily (6 days per week).

METHODS. REVIEWS, AND EXAMINATIONS

A certain portion of a standard textbook is assigned in advance
for each day's recitation. Upon this theory and upon the exercises
applying it the student is expected to spend from three to four hours
in preparation. When the section reports to the instructor for reci-
tation, the latter devotes as much of the beginning of the period as
he judges best in answering the questions of the student upon the
different points of the lesson for the day, solving illustrative prob-
lems and volunteering, such explanations and elucidations of the
subject matter as he may think advisable. An endeavor is made to

-select textbooks that present the subject matter in sufficient detail
to enable an earnest' student of normal intelligence by thorough
application to comprehend clearly the theory enunciated. It is, the
purpose to require this thoughtfo application which develops the
spirit of mental independence and consciousness of power. A lack
of proper effort to aecomplish, his daily task, therefore, is regarded
als a military delinquency on the part of the student and is punifthed
as.such.

It is the custom, though not an invariable one, to take each,pbject
of study three times.

First, an advance is made, during which, the lessons are short and
explanations and demonstrations are numerous. The student is ex-
pected to ask and to receive assistance from his instructor upon any
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'difficult point. He is questioned and induced by hints from the
instructor to origiite questions upon matters that may have failed
to suggest themselves to him. On tk, advance all work of instructor
and student is performed upon the blackboard to the kenefit of the
entire section. It is believed that much profit is derived from seeing
the errors of a fellow-student's work corrected and also from observ-
ing its excellencies. The sections are composed of pupils of approxi-
mately equal ability. Each member is thus encouraged to take an
active part in any discussions and receives his full share of the
instructor's time and attention.

At regular intervals a review of the advance work is made. The
lessons are longer, fewer explanations are necessary, and more ap-
plications of theory to the solutions of problepis are required of the
student. Occasionally an entire period on this partial review is
devoted to the solution in writing of the same set of problems by all
cadets of the same group.

A. second or general review takes place at the close of each subject.
This covers the entire Course, in long lessons continued over several-
days. Each day a thorough written test is held upon the portion
of the subject assigned for that (lay. This includes both demon-
strations and practical applications. After the completion of the
work by the student, solutions are given and explained in full at the
blackboard 'by an instructor and questions relating thereto are
answered by him. The student. who has qualified upon these written
tests is considered proficient on the work of the term without further
examination. The one who has not so qualified is given a regular
written examination of 'four to eight hours covering the entire.
cottrse.

COURSE-171 MECHANICS AND ASTRONOMY

The courses in the calculus and in mechanics begin at the same
time; the calculus is taught daily from September 1 to November 1,
and alternates daily with mechanics from November 1 to Mareirl;
mechanics isitaught on alternate days' from September 1 to June 1.

The lessons in mechanics in September and October are two-hour
periods in the section.room., without a preparatory study hour.. The
principles developed in this part of the course relate to so much of the
subject of statics as does not. involve the use of the calculus. Simple
illustrative experiments are made by the pupils,. and the first past
of the text is followed in such a *ay as to bring out the essential
points with the least possible loss by misdirected study. The purpose
of this part of the course is not only to master the fundamental
principles of statics, but also to direct the study so that. the pupil
*11 always use his mathematical knowledge and the languagl of

Athe text merely as tools with wlich to shape accurate physical con-.
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ceptions of the subject. Dur ng this preliminai-y part of the course
only such simple definitions as are necessary to the work in hand,
are required of the students, and the experience gained here is an
effective preparation for mastering the more difficult definitions and
distinctions in the subject of kinetics.

By November 1 the class has covered enough of the calculus to
take up the study of mechanics with mutual advantage to the two
courses, and the recitations in mechanics from that date have a study
period for preparation, alternating with the calculus.

It is the aim of the course to cover the subject as thoroughly as
practicable in a little more than 100 lessons; or, stated in the pro-
portion of the student's entire work for an academic year, about
one-fourth.,

The subject of statics is carried far enough fo include the me-
chanical powers and a short treatment of the simple principles of
graphic statics. The course in rigid kinetics is carried up to as
general an explanation of simple gyroscopic motion as may be made
by differential equations, without the time integrals; and tlfe year's
work is concluded by a short study of fluid equilibrium and flow.
Astronomy is carried far enough to secure some facility in handling
thersextant, and in solving time, latitude, and longitude problems.
This work occupies about 54 days.

The course in ordnance and gunnery requiring previous mathemat-
ical training is, in general term "us follows: Interior ballistics; cal-
culations of the effects of explosion; calculations of the strength of
guns of both built-up and wire-wound construction; calculations re-
lating to the construction of the rifling curves of guns; recoil and
recoil brakes; exterior ballistics; calculations of the strength of
projectiles and the arming resistance of fuses; calculations of the
forces brought on the parts of gun carriages by the discharge of the
gun; calctilations of the stresses in gun carriage parts; calculations
relating to gears and gearing; and calculations relating to recoil
springs.

IL ENGINEER SCHOOL OF APPLICATION.

WASHINGTON SARRAt7XS, D. O.

OBJECT OB SCHOOL

This school aims to give to the junior officers of the Corps of Engi- rr
neers a theoretical and practical knowledge' in the various depart-
ments of engineering required of them in their pl.ofessional duties as
engineers in charge of fortifications, rivers and harbors, lighthouses
and aids to navigation, and military engineering in time of peice
and war.
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ORGANIZATION .

15

The organization of the school 'is changed from year to year. In
1912 the department of military enkineering will be transferred to
Fort Leavenworth. The instructors are detailed from the. officers of
the Corps of Engineers suppo,ed to be specially fitted by their expe-,
rience in the charge of works pertaining to the department to which

r they are detailed.
STUDENTS

The student officers are all graduates from West. Point and have
the benefit of the technical training at that academy; after graduation
they are ordered to special designated stations of river and harbor
of fortification work, where they are required to oLerve the opera-
tions of the work of construction and submit thesf as the results of
their observations. These being satisfactory, at the end of one year
they are ordered to the Engineer School to take up the required
course. No examinations are required for entrance, it being assumed
that the preparation as outlined above is sufficient.

'COURSES OF STUDY.

The courses of study are not definitely fixed. as changes are con-
stantly necessary. in order to keep up with the knowledge gained by
recent works of construction. and operation.

In general the courses are about as follows:
Civil engineering, about .12 weeks; military engineering, about 8

weeks; and electricity, mechanics, and power, about 32 weeks.

STUDY AND APPLICATION .SF MATHEMATICS

Pure mathematics is not studied at the Engineer SchooC The
application of the principles of mathematics is required in all depart-
ments. A detailed statement of the requirements is shown below.

Roods and paretrunts.An elementary knowledge is required of algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, analytic geometr5", an extensive knowledge is temilred
of descriptive geometry.

Foundations, roofs, ant pos.These require an extensive knowledge of
algebra, geometry, trigonom ry, descriptive geometry, analytic geometry, and
calculus.

Building constnscton, heating, and ventilation. The course in thehe subjects
requires a fair knowledge of geometry and an extensive knowledge of descriptive
or practical geometry.

Water supply, sewage disposal, etc.These courses cover piquet ally the prac-
tical application to hydraulics of such mathematical subject's as Igebra, geome-
try, trigonometry, descriptive geometry, analytic geometry, a d calculus, of
whi0h a fair knowledge is necessary. The practical and d illative parts of
the above courses require no mathematics.
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Surveying and practical astranomy.These are practically studies in mathe-
matics and, particularly In the ease of astronomy, require an extensive knowl-
edge of the application of the principles of algebra, geometry, trigonotnetry.
descriptive geometry, analytic geometry, calculus, and least squares.

Harbor improrement, ware action, etc.The course in these studies is prin-
cipally a course of reading as to the practical applicatron of the effects of fides,
ocean currents, river currents, jetties, etc., in the formation of harbors. In the
reading as outlined above frequent mathematical deductions are na: requiring
a fair knowledge of algebra, geometry. trigonometry, descriptive geometry,
analytic ieometry, calculus, and least squares.

Ordnance and gunnery. The course is principally one of reading. covering
the construction of battleships and principles of design: these require ati ele-
mentary knowledge of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, desripthe geometry.
analytic geometry, calculus, and, at times, least squares.

Design of coast fortifiations.This course is supplemented by visits to sea-
coast fortifications tied mine fields at New York. Fort Monroe, or other suitable
seacoast defenses. Students are required to design plans for defense of certain
portions of the seacoast. showing plans of defense complete and In detoil.
This course requires an extensive knowledge of geometry. trigonometry. descrip-
tive geometry, and analytic geometry.

praffical.This course is very complete, including experiments
of all kinds with electricity In Its application to motors, dynamos, lights. etc.,
for use In seacoast defenses, mines. etc. An extensive knowledge is required
of algebra, geometry. descriptive geometry, and analytic geometry.

Alechanies.This is a further study of mechanics and civil engineering as
studied at the United States Military Academy. Tile course Is short, but in
portions requires a fafr knowledge of algebra, geometry, descriptive geometry,
trigonometry, analytic geometry, and calculus.

Potter, engines, plants, etc.Thin course covers only an Incomplete knowl-
edge of the principles of operation of the larger classes of engines, but re-
quires a very good knowledge of the smaller ones. Tests are Made of the
smaller engines; their efficiencies are obtained: the advantages and disad-
vantages of their application to the works of construction and operation of
rivers and harbors and seacoast defense are--systematically studied" These
studies require an extensive knowleage of the principles of algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, descriptive geometry,and analytic geometry.

METHODS OP INSTRUCTION

Instruction is both practical and theoretical. The course for the
year is discussed by the instructors in the school at a board meeting
at which the commandant of the school pfesides. The time allotted
to each department is here decided upon, and a .scheaule is sub-
mitted by each department to the commandant. Upon his approval,
the course of this department is adopted. Ctrtain books are selected
for reading by the students, and portions of these books are re-
quired; other important books on the subjects are listed, the reirtling
of which is optional.

Lectures are given during the year on the subjects of study. The
lecturers are generally &Beers of the Corps of Engineers who have
had experience in the subject under ltlbcussion; other engineers of
special experience in similar work are secured as lecturers whenever
possible. The 'bra of the school Is a ye scientific library.*
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Enough copie of each book are kept to provide each student with
such reading matter as is necessary for his use at the time thee
particular subject is being studied.

`.111

EXAMINATIONS

Written examinations are required in certain subjects, flrincipally
those covered 1w courses in reading. Experiments, if successful, are
accepted in lien of examination in certain parts of the experimental
courses.

III. ORDNANCE SCHOOL OF APPLICATION

SANDY HOOK PROVING GROUND, N. J.

The object of this school is to impart to those officers of the Army
who are detailed to iluty in the ordnance department it thepretical
and practical knowledge of the science of designing and using
drdnance.

METHOD OF OBTAINING STUDENTS

Officers of the Army at large desiring service in the ordnance de:
partment are permitted to take, upon application, a competitive
examination held annually. The officers selected are detailed to duty
in the department and, as'a rule, are sent to the school during their
first year's service. The majority of the students are graduates of
the 'United States Military Academy and the' remainder of other
colleges and technical Scliools throughout the country.

The entrance examination is intended to demonstrate that each
successful candidate has a practical working knowledge of arith-
metic, algebra, geonetry, trigonometry, analytic geometry, descrip-
tive geometry. differential and integral calculus, and mecbanitok

COURSE OF STUDY

1. Pure mathematics. Differential equations. Four weeks. Lim-
ited courses in elliptic functions, hyperbolic functions, vectors. and
determinants are no being prepared.

2. Ordnance engineering. 21 weeks.
3. Chemistry of explosives. gunpowders, oils, and fuels, 8 weeks.
4. Practical and theoretical electricity, 16 weeks.
Nearly all branches of mathematics are required in the solution of

problems connected with the design of guns, gun carriages, ro-
retiles, fuses, and other ordnance material; with the determination
of the action of powder in guns and of high explosive bursting
charges in projectiles, and- with the course in alternating current
electricity. The solution of the problems involved in the designing
of gun carriages requires a more.complete mastery of the different
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branches of mathematics than any other class of ordnance and per-
haps any other class of engineering work.

The course in differential equations embraces: Equations of the
first %der and first degree, equations of the first order but not of the
firstTigree, singular solutions, linear equations with constant coeffi-
cients, linear equations with variable coefficients, ordinary differential
equitions. with More, than two variables, and partial differential
equations:

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Instruction is given by lectures, on which the students take notes.
The instruction is limited to.the. deduction of fundamental prin-
ciples, generally expressed in equations or Tormube, and to explana-

. tions of the practical applications and' conditions covered by each
problem.

Recitations are not held. The results of each exercise and test are
cirefully scrutinized and checked, and each principle of which there
is an indication of any lack of full understanding is fully explained
in a subsequent lecture. During lectures full and free discussion of
the principles involved is invited. The discussion among students
of their work is encouraged, but the results must be tilt...production
of the individual. Stress is laid on the making of calculations cor-
rectly. The instructors and students live together in a mess and the
latter_are under the constant observation of and in contact with the
former.

IV. THE COAST ARTILLERY SCHOOL

This school, situated at Fort Monroe, Va., is n school of applies-
tionj the object of which is to-prepare officers and enlisted men of the
Coast Artillery Corps for the active duties of their arm of the
service; to make research in such branches of science as relate to
practical gunnery, submarine mining, and torpedoes in coast de-
fense; to Mike experiments and to dissiminate such knowledge as
may be desirable in the interests of the Coast Artillery service.

COURSES OF STUDY

The regular and advanced courses for officers are embraced in two
departments, as follows:

I. Department of artillery and gnu defense:
Regular course

. I. Artillery proper.
2. Artillery defame.
3. RiplosiVes.

Advanced course-

2. Artillery defense, advanced.
E. Explosives, advapced.

-.>
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DeparUnent of electricity and mine defense:
Regular course-

1. Electricity i4)41 mine defense.
2. Power.

Advanced course
l. and mine defense, advanced.
2. Power, advanced.

The object of the advanced course is to amplify for specially
selected officers the instruction and work of the regular course, with
a view to improving their qualifications as instructors, fitting them
for board and technical work, instruating them in the duties of the
general staff of an army, and preparing them for duty at the Army
War College.

The courses of instruction comprise. practical exercises, problems,
research, partial examinations, conferences, and lectures.

The course in exterior and -interior ballistics requires advanced
mathematical training and is, for the greater part, a graduate course
in mathematics. The following topics are taken up in this course:

Exterior ballistics. The principal end secondary problems. Accuracy and
theory of errors. The calculation of constants, including the coefficient of
form and the drift constant. Classification -of trajectories. ,Deductions of
empirical formulas. Perforations. Practical work in setting up, adjusting,
and using ballistic machines.

Interior ballistics. Relation of maximum pressure to .charges. Mode of
combUstion of powder and 'its. relation to pressures. Initial pressure on the

Characteristics of a powder. Variations. Recoil.

a
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MATHEMATICS IN SCHOOLS FOR THE -TRLINING OF NAVAL
OFFICERS, INCLUDING SCHOOLS FOR GRADUATES OF ANNAP-
OLIS

The United States Naval Academy, at Annapolis, Md., is under
the supervision of the United States Navy Department and has for
its purpose the twining of officers of the Navy. The students of
the Naval Academy are called "midshipmen." According to the
present law two midshipmen are allowed foreach Senator, Repre-
sentative, and Delegate in Congress, itital two for the. District of
Columbia; in addition to these, the President appoints five each year
from the United States at large.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Candidates are required to pass mental and physical examinations
to qualify for entrance. The first mental examination is held on the
third Tuesday in April and is conducted by the Civil Serviee Com-
mission at "eertain authorized plaCes in each State; the ,-econd exami-
nation is held only at Annapolis, Md., and is under the direction of

the Superintendent of the Naval Academy.' Mental examinations
are given in the follnwing subjects, and applicants may be rejected
if found deficient in any one of them: Punctuation,. spelling, Eng-
lish, grammar, geography, general history. United States history,
arithmetic, algebra through quimlratic equations, and plane gewnetry.

Candidates passing the mental examinations are examined physi-
cally at the Naval Academy by a hoard composed .of three medical
officers of the Navy. A candidate must be of good moral character,
physically sound, well formed, and of robust constitution; any one
of 20 stated phytfical defects is sufficient to cause his rejection. lie
must b© between 16 and 20 years of age. Candidates passing both
the mental and the physical-examination are admitted as students to
the academy. On admission, each midshipman must sign articles
binding him to service.in the United States Navy for eight years,
unless sooner, discharged.

'Beginning with the year 1912, both examinations will be conducted by the Civil Berr-
ie* Commission.

20 .0
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COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
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The instruction given in the academy extends over a perio Of

four years and includes work in mathematics, mechanics, descril ive
geometry. drawing-, physics, chemistry, engineering, navigati
ordnance and gunnery. history. English,,and modern .,foreign lan-
guages. The following outline indicates only the ground covered
in theoretical and applied mathematics during the course:

FIRST YEAR.
Periods

First term: per wrok.
NIechanical drawing 4

.Xlgebra and geometry
Second term :

Xtechanival drawing and descriptive gootvetry
Trigonometry _

SECOND Yl'.AR.

First term:
Mechanical drawing _t_ a
Analytic geometry and the calculus__ 5

Second term:
integral earculps. spherical-trigonometry. and stereo4;rapItic projection_ 5'

THIRD YEAR.

First term, theoretical mechanics__ 4

Second term:
Astronomy and navigation 2
Applied mechanics _ 3

FOURTI I YEAR.

First term. theory and practice of navigation.. . 5
Second term:

Titcry of compass deviations. surveying. and prndtical 4
I.:1401(4,ring meehnnies 3

DISTRIBUTION OF TIRE
.1

The academic year begins October 1 and closes the first week in
June. The members of the three undergraduate classes are sent on a
cruise each slimmer for a period of three Months. On these cruises
the midshipmen are required to piirform all the general dhities of
a naIlgat or, with particular reference to the adjustment and use of
the navigAtional instruments on board, to practical pilotage, and to
the determination of the ship'svosition by obsgryatiori.

During the academic year each class in mathematics requires a
period of two hours for recitation; classes recite in section's of 12
students each.

Midshipmen complete the courses in pure mathematics duridgthe
first. two years in the academy And the courses in applied mathematics
in various other departmpts during the last two years. .
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PURPOSE OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS

In the teaching of mathematics at the Naval Academy. as in any
technical school the aim is purely practical, the course consisting
essentially of the solution of problems which a midshipman must
understand in order to become a naval officer.

All of the textbooks used in the department. of mathematics have
been written expressly for the midshipmen by men in the depart-
ment. ..No more theory is presented in these hooks than is absolutely
necessary. 'The recitation work, which is strictly competitive, con-
sists of solving nittnerops problems on the blackboard: and perhaps
90 per cent of all monthly, semiannual, and annual examinations are
composed of practical problems.

ADMINISTRATION

.Instruction in the Naval Academy is carried on through the fol-
lowing departments: Nlathematies and mechanics, navigation, sea:
mtanship. physics and chemistry, marine engineering and naval cpn-
struction, eletricity. English and modern languages. Each depart-
ment is supervised by a naval officer. Teaching is done in some de-

- partments by naval officers detailed for such duty and in others by
both naval officers and civilian instrtors. In -the department of
mathematics there are 13 instructors, Nf whom 7 are naval officers,
and 6 civilian instructors, having been appointed from civil life.

METHODS, RPTIRWS, AN EXAMINATIONS

Accurate marking of work done by the midshipmen during their
four years' course at the academy is of the utmost importance, for
their marks or credits determine the order of their promotion after
graduation;' conseqinttly of their work is strictly competitive,
and all pestible care is taken, therefore, in assigning Tessons, in or-
ganizing new sections with different instructors each month, and in
marking daily recitations and examination papers, so that any ad-.
vantage or disadvantage in the methods of instruction may be equally
shared by all.

The lessons for each day of the month are assigned by the head
of the department at-the beginning of the month; these assignments
are noted by the instructors and given $0 the midshipmen at eaqh
recitation, so that all midshipmen in the same class study and recite
precisely the same work at the same time.

A further effort to give all of the midshipmen an equal oppor-
tunity in the recitation room is made by a new arrangement of sec-
tions and' instructors each month. The 12 midshipmen receiving
the highest' marks in the monthly examination constitute the first

4- section for the following month; the 12 receiving the next highest.,

a
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the second section, and so On.' The instructors are assigned differ-
ent sections from month to month, so that all midshipmen are placed
on an equal footing so far as advantages or disadvantages of differ-
ent sections and different instructors are concerned.

Midshipmen are marked on a basis of 2.5 for passing, or titis-
factory, and 4 fur perfect. They receive daily marks for their
work in the recitation, and the average of the daily marks is tilten
as the weekly ark; the averag? of four weekly marks is taken as
the monthly recitation mark. .gyp examination is given at the close

. of each month and the examMat ion mark is combined with the
monthly recitation mark,. the former counting one-third. For the
information of the midshipmen, a sheet is posted giving the final
Monthly mark and class number or standing of each member of the
class. This plan is followed each month during- the year except the
months of January and NIay, win % the monthly examinations aro
omitted,:because these months immediately precede the semiannual
and final examinations. The semiannual exanfination mark is com-
bined with the at7eritge of the Mohthly marks from October to Janu-
ary, inclusive, to determine the final mark for the first half year; the
semiannual examination mark counting one-fourth. Similarly for
the second half year the final mark is combined with the average of
the monthly marks for the final mark of the second half year, the
final mark counting one-fourth: Semiannual and annual sheets
similar to the monthly sheets are posted, giving the mark and rank
of each member of the class. The monthly examinations are two
hours in length, while the semiannual and final examinations are
,each five hours. All examination papers must be marked independ-
ently by two instructors, Se mean of the two markings being taken
as the mark for the examination. In case there is a considerable dif-

\ference.betweem-fht two markings, the paper is re- marked by the head
of the department, and the different marks are then properly ad-
justed. Instead of regular recitations on Saturday molting, the
classes of the first and the fourth years have written resit tions of Mt)
hours each. The murk received on this mper, is counted as the reci-
tation mark for that day. Such reci i ns are not so frequent in the
other two classes.

When a midshipman is badly deficient in One study lind fails to
make' a satisfactory mark (2.5) in any other subject for either the
first or second half year, he is dropped from the academy; the
vacancy of course is not filled until the folloiltng year.

The final term average of every 'midshipman in each branch of
study is multiplied by the coefficient assigned that branch for the
term, and the sum of the products is the aggregate mark for the

lin the upper classes there are usuallenot more than 8 or 10 midshipmen. In each

NIL
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year. Coefficients are assigned to the different brunclies according to
the time devoted to these branches. For mathematics these coeffi-
cients are as follovis: Algebra and geometry. 3; trigonometry, 3;
calculus, 5; applied calculus and sterewraphic projection', 6; and
mechanics, 11.

The merit roll of the graduating class is prepared at the comple-
tion of the four years' course: the names of the graduates are
arranged in the order of merit according to the graduating Ark,
which is the arithmetical sum of the final marks of the four years of
the course.

After graduation midshipmen are sent to sea for two years, after
which they are given the final graduating examination, and if found
satisfactory are eligible for promotion to the commissioned rank
of ensign.

THE NATITHE OP THE COITASES IN MATHEMATICS

The Naval Academy is a strictly technical school, and the courses
in mathematics are essentially practical problem courses. More con-
densed courses in mathematics have been necessitated at the academy
during the last two years by the increased time devoted to the profes-
sional subjects of marine and electrical engineering. All subjects
ordinarily treated in mathematical courses, but which are not adapted
to the needs of a naval officer, are omitted, while certain other im-
portant features are given greater emphasis.

In the algebra, particular emphasis is placed upon the following:
AgaMputation by logarithms, the graph of the general polynomial

and its-use, the tracing of curves of the first and second degree. the
theory of equations, identities, undetermined coefficients, and caries.
The subject of choice and chance is merely touched upon, while the
subjects of harmonic progression, interest and annuities, continued
fractions, theory of numbers, and determinants, are omitted. Special
free-hand methods are used for tracing curves of the second degree
by means of limiting tangents, diameters, and asymptotes.

The work in trigonometry emphasizes particularly accurate loga-
rithmic work in the solution of plane and spherical trianglesthe
oblique spherical trianglesbeing so'ved by means of a perpendicular
and Napier's rules. The text includes a coup in stereographic pro-
jections covering as a special feature the projection and solution
of the astronomical triangle.

Except for its subsequent use in the calculus, analytic geometry
occupies a very small place in the academy compared with that
usually assigned it in colleges and universities. The tracing of
curves'of the third or higher degrees by use of the analytical triangle
may be mentioned as a special feature.
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The calculus is a rather thorough practice- course, emphasizing par-
ticularly the following topics: Length and area of curves, surfaces,
volumes, center of gravity, center of pressure, and moments of
inertia.

USE OF MATHEMATICS IN OTHER STUDIES

Studies requiring mathematical knowledge for their pursuit and
the kind of mathematics required for each are as follows: Ordnance
and gunnerytrigonometry, calculus, and mechanics; navigation
trigonometry; marine engineering and naval constructiontrigo-
nometry and calculus; and electrical engingeringalgebra, trigo-
nometry, and calculus.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FURTHER STUDY

The more important schools attended by certain graduates of the
Naval Academy are the School of Marine Engineering, established
at the Naval Academy for young officers pursuing graduate courses
in tlii4,field of study, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
for those who are to become naval constructors. Only. graduates of
the Naval Academy are permitted to take the entire course in the
latter institution. The Course at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology is one of three years in length \nd leads to the degree
of master of science. In arranging this course the objects sought
are the addition to the training already obtained at the 'Naval
Academy of those subjects which are pecnliar to naval architecture,
and such an extension and rounding out of that training as will best
enable a naval constructor to meet the varied and exacting demands
of his official position. The course includes theoretical natal archi-
tecture, marine engineering, steam and electrical engineering, steam
turbines, warship design, sanitation, metallurgy, and metallograph'y.
In mathematics all students are required to take advanced calculus,
differential equations, and the method of least squares; this is supple-
mented by courses in applied mechanics, including the strength of
'materials, graphic statics, and the theory of elasticity.


